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The world is not in-
te rested in the storms 
you encountered, 
Vol. VIII-Number 21 
I i'I DE PE i'I DE i'l~f 
NEWARK STATE COLLEGE, UNION, NEW JERSEY 
but did you bring in 
the ship? 
William McFee 
February 29, 1968 
Dorms 
A 
Small Cars Key To Parking Prob. 
om 
Green Lane 
Crossed-in a reas indicate th e general location of parking for 
small for eign cars. Designated A is the dormitory area with a 
ca pacity of 40 to SO cars : entrance will be from Monmowh 
Roa d and it will be open from 7:00 A.M. to 5:30 P .M. only. 
Designated B will be along the interior avenue of the college. 
Cars will park head in with their front wheels off the road. 
Designation C is along Conant Ave. opposite the curren t park-
ing fat:ilUy. Cazs will be pazked head-in as in designation B. 
Course Evaluation 
May Be Scrapped 
by Alice Warren A reliable sou rce said Tues-
day that Mr. Evange1isti plann-
(Continued on Plage 11) 
N.S.A. Benefits: 
Area1s Instituted For Them Alone 
Temporary Small Car Measures Effective March 11 
Three emergency parking ar· 
eas for small foreign au tomo-
biles will be intr oduced on Mon-
day March 11 in an attempt 
to avoid the parking hazards 
expected when the ground thaws 
in the early spring. 
The three areas for these cars 
will be the parking lot behind 
the dormitory, the area along 
the internal campus road from 
the power plant to the Dougal 
Hall access road, and the west 
shoulder of the Campus School 
recreation area (along Conant 
Ave. opposite the gym) . The cars 
will park ahead in along the 
roadway. 
According to Assistant Business 
Manager, Edward Callahan, there 
are approximately 400 small for 
eign cars, forty to fifty of 
these cars can fit in the park · 
ing area behind the dormitory. 
The dorm lot will be open from 
7 :00 AM to 5 :30 PM daily and 
w ill be rest ricted only to the 
small commuter ca rs. All oth-
ers will be ticketed. 
The emergency pa r king along 
internal ca mpus arteries will be 
restricted to registered small 
commuter cars. 
Volkswagons, M.G.'s Triumphs, 
Renaults, Datsuns, Sunbeams, 
Austin Healey's and the like 
will be the only cars allowed 
Dean Alton O'Brien announces 
new p,arking regulations. 
in these areas. American com· 
pacts will n ot be allowed. 
Th e plan designed to create 
a maximum of additional park-
ing spaces iii the mac;:ad.,uned 
parking lots is an extension of 
a suggestion by student Coun· 
cil P arking Chairma n, William 
F . Loehning, and was develop-
ed into its present state by an 
ad hoc committee of students, 
faculty, and administrators in 
a meeting Tuesday. 
The committee, that met at 
the request of acting president, 
Alton D. O'Brien, was informed 
that the college had requested 
the Township of Union, to sus-
pend the restrictions along 
Morris Ave . adjacent to the 
parking lots and on both sides 
of Green L ane for the m onths 
of March and April. 
Reports Wednesday indicated 
all parking on Morris Ave. bet· 
ween North Ave. and Lehigh 
Ave. have been restricted and 
that it is unlikely thait the park-
ing restriction on Morris Ave . 
would be eliminated. 
Student Organization president, 
F rank Nero, in the hopes of ex-
plaining the issue to the stu· 
dent body, has called an All-
College Assembly for Monday, 
March at 1 :00 PM. All classes 
will be cancelled to assure 
maximum attendance. 
Mem bers of the committee re-
sponsible fo r the decision are 
Bill Loehnina. Dean O'Brien, 
J ohn Kor~e,Y.~ C9lJ.ege B usllles 
Manager, rmoncfl3rfffan!e, Col· 
lege E ngineer, Coor dinator of 
College Construction and Util-
ization, J ohn Wesper, Vance Syn· 
der of the Industrial Education 
Department, Dean of Students, 
Herbert Samenfeld, and Arthur 
Kirk , E ditor of the Independent. 
According to reliable reports 
obtained Tuesday, John Evang-
gelisti, Chairman of Councils 
Course Evaluation Committee, 
plans to abandon the project 
because of lack of response . 
Although he would not say 
that Student Council wlill drop 
the publication of a student 
evaluation of professors and 
courses the next year, ,v1r. 
Evangelisti did express disssat-
isfaction with the number of 
questionnaires returned by stu-
dents . 
Vetterer Wants To Know Why 
Applications Out 
For Council Exec 
Board And NSA 
Of the 3,200 distributed during 
semester break, the chairman 
reported that "only about 400" 
were returned. "I can't pubHsh 
,an evaluation of a professor 
without at least 20 students 
opinions of him," he said. "That 
would be worthless." 
The possibility of having stu-
dents fill out the questionnaire 
during class time was rejected 
by Evangelisti. "Students are 
no children anymore,' he said. 
"They should be able to accept 
the responsibi1ity on their own. 
Every student had a questio~ 
naire mailed to him; all he had 
to do was fill it out and drop it 
off in the College Center. ' ' 
In contrast to last year's num-
ber key system of evaluation, 
-this year's committee had plan-
ned to write a paragraph on 
each professor and course eval-
uated . The evaluation would be 
published in booklet form. 
Students Weren't T
1
old About Them 
In a recent letter to the In-
dependent, Student Organiza-
tion Ass'.t Treasurer, Caroline 
Vett erer outlined money saving 
programs for students offered 
by the National Student Associa-
tion. 
Through attending the N.S.A. 
national conference last August, 
1Miss Vetterer obtained know· 
ledge of the programs, but "why 
weren't our students informed?'' 
she asked. 
"This information was made 
known and available to all the 
representatives, but it was the 
responsibility of the N.S.A. 
coordinator to publicize this on 
campus and make ,it available 
to our entire student body," 
said the Treasurer. 
According to Miss Vetterer, who 
quoted her source as the N .S.A. 
Newsletter of 19 Feb. 68, N.S.A.'s 
Life Insurance Policy, in ad-
dition to being the lowest priced 
plan offered . to students, con-
tains no war restrictions and 
offers full protection during mil-
Caroline Veiterer, Asst. Trea-
surer of the Student Org., asks 
why students weren't told 
,II.bout the NSA Discounts. 
it ary service, even in combat . 
Benefits for the student t r a-
veling in Europe -are also avail-
able to N.S .A. The International 
Student Identity Card, which 
may provide a 50% daily fin· 
ancial saving is distributed by 
only one authorized in the United 
States-N.:S.A. And N.S .A. char-
ter flights cost the student $246 
for round trip ticket from New 
York to London - a price ap-
proximately $150 less than the 
low cost Icelandic Airlines price. 
Entertainment costs less and 
unusual opportunities can be pro-
vided by N.S.A. programs. 
As a sponsor of the annual 
National Student Film Festival, 
N.S.A. is the only organization 
which makes winners of this 
competition available for campus 
housings. N.S.A.'s Booking Bu-
reau, the Alliance for Campus 
talent, can save programs up 
to $500 a performance for top 
name entertainers. 
In addition to these programs, 
N.S.A. will soon sponsor a re· 
cor d club where it will be pos-
sible to purchase new recor ds 
(Continued on Page 3) 
Applications for Student Org-
anization Executive Board and 
N .S.A. Coordinator may be ob-
tained in the Student Organiza-
tion Office (next to the East 
Room) today and tomorrow (Fri-
day, March 1, 1968) between the 
hours of 9:00 AM .and 5:00 P.M. 
No applications will be accepted 
after 5:00 on F·riday. Campaign-
ing for all positions may begin 
on Monday, March 4, 1968. 
Any person interested in work-
ing at the polls on election days, 
please leave your name, home 
phone number, mailbox numb-er, 
and free .h6urs for Thursdays 
and Friday; iin the Student Or-
ganization office for the Elec-
t ion Committee . 
In the Student Organization it 
states that-"Upon election, the 
President shall be a junior; the 
Vice President, a Freshman or 
Sophomore; the Secretary, a 
Sophomore or J unior; the As-
sistant Secretary, a Freshman or 
Sophomore; and the Assist ant 
Treasurer, a Freshm an. 
Page 2 
Ralph Nader Speaks On 
Civil Responsibility 
by Linda Wolosen 
Ralph Nader, whom Time Ma-
gazine called the "crusader of 
consumer production," spoke at 
last Tuesday's Townsend Lec-
ture to a capacity audience in 
the Theater for Performing Arts. 
Mr. Nader spoke on the dual 
problems of consumer produc-
tion and the social responsibility 
of the corporation to the con-
sumer. In these areas, the ma-
jor concern lies in the possibility 
of the consumer being cheated 
or swindled, and hazards which 
products unknowingly pose to life 
and limb. · 
The consumer should be aware 
of the problems of industrial so-
ciety, not for himself, but for 
the generations of the future . 
Effects that will be felt in the 
future are the loss of oxygen 
in the earth's atmosphere due 
to world-wide burning of phos-
phate fuels, and "dying" of the 
Great Lakes due to water pol-
lution caused by industrial dump-
ing. 
THE INDEPENDENT February 29, 1968 
On this point Mr. Nader cited 
several examples. Thirty years 
ago the consumer was subjected 
to potentially lethal products 
without his knowledge or anyone 
else's. These were ionized ra-
diation used in medical therapy, 
"harmless" cigarettes, DDT, and 
thalmidomide. 
"There is not a major river 
in this country, with the excep-
tion of one in Wisconsin, that 
is not polluted due to industry. 
Yes, the consumer should get 
a bargain in his product, but 
he should also make sure that 
this bargain doesn't deteriorate 
his enviornment." 
Nader then cited case studies 
to illustrate the consumer pro-
blems. Although Congress re-
cently passed a law requiring 
inspection of the 25% of meat 
formerly not inspected, this is 
no guarantee that the consum-
er is not being cheated. Com-
panies use diseased, dying or 
dead animals and through the 
wonders of chemistry pass them 
Ralph Nader, who spoke at the college Tuesday, warned the consumer against the evils of x-rays, 
the auto industry, pollution and other problems. 
"Unfortunately," said Nader, 
"in this country things don't 
start moving even when facts 
are known unless this informa-
tion is combined with autho-
rity." 
off on the consumer public as 
sausage, hamburger and · hot 
dogs . 
X-ray equipment, which every 
one comes in contact with soon-
er or later for medical reasons, 
Giacolone Named Class 
Of 1969's New Advisor 
· is often poorly misused, sub-
jecting the cnsumer to needless. 
and harmful, radiation. About 
90 '½ of x-rays given in medi-
cal offices is given by a secre-
tary or receptionist. Even doc-
tors and dentists are poorly 
trained in this area and very 
few of them take the necessary 
precautions while using the 
equipment. The morale to this: 
the consumer should never take 
anything for granted. 
Vito Giacolone. Professor of 
Pine Arts. has been named to 
replace the position of Adviser 
to the Class of 1969. He fills the 
position left vacant by the death 
of the late adviser Dr. B . Vogel. 
The Junior Class Executive 
Teacher Strikes 
Must Be Illegal 
Say School Adm. 
In a unanimously adopted re-
solution the American Associa-
tion of School Administrators 
urged state legislators around 
the country to declare all teach-
ers' strikes illegal. 
They also resolved unani-
mously to "reject the use of the 
strike, work stoppage, walk 
outs, show downs and other dis-
ruptive practices by teachers 
while under contract." 
The National' Education Asso-
ciation (NEA) came under fire 
from the administration who 
called for revision of the organ-
ization structure in order to re-
solve conflicting views on teach-
ers' work stoppage. 
While the AASA is against 
work stoppage, many of its 
membeIB claim the NEA sup-
ports such teacher action. The 
resolution that was advocated 
by the administrators enables 
"all education g,roups to serve 
education best under the condi-
tions prevailing in these times." 
Although the AASA did not 
condemn teacher sanction, it did 
condemn "any disruption of the 
educational program because of 
the damage it inflicts on the 
students." 
Board nom•inated M r . G iacolone 
unanimously, Eugene Fixler, D i-
rector of Student Activities, 
gave the final approval of Mr. 
Giacolone. 
Mr. Giacolone received his 
B .A. at Montclair College and' 
his MA at University of Iowa . 
The Junior Class Advisor has 
expressed an overwhelming de-
sire iin working with the class of 
1968 and has already offered 
many worthwhile ideas to the 
Class Executive Board in refer-
ence to the preparation oif the 
Junior Prom. 
Na der then turned to his area 
of s pecializtion in the p r ob lems 
of consumer production, the au-
tomobile industry. The basic is-
sue in the whole sphere of this 
problem is how to stop death 
and injury on the highway. 
Of course, there is a human 
element in all accidents involv-
ing automobiles, however, the 
driver can be only as good 
as his skills . his machine, and his 
highway. 
"If people don't know what 
technology can give them, they 
will not be satisfied with med-
(Continued on Fag€ 9) 
Deadline Mar. I: 
State Internship Program 
Available For NJ Students 
The New Jersey Department 
of Community Affairs is spon-
soring a summer program for 
college students, Interns in 
Community Service. The pro-
gram is designed to give quali-
fied undergraduate and gradu-
ate students political experience 
in their fields of interest and to 
encourage future careers in gov-
ernment. Priority in selection 
will be given to resiidents of 
New Jersey, and to students at-
tending New Jersey colleges 
and universitjes. 
Interns will be placed on the 
basis of their backgrounds and 
expressed linterests. All efforts 
will be made to find a suitable 
placement for each intern with-
in easy commuting distance of 
his home. Interns wiill be assign-
ed to carefully selected positions 
and will receive on-the-job train-
ing in such areas as local ad-
ministration, community rela-
tions,, , antipoverty programs, 
Model Cities, community action 
agencies, and other state agen-
cies. In addition, weekly semin-
ars will be held to allow stu-
dents to meet and discuss com-
munity problems with nationally 
known experts and community 
leaders. 
Applications must be submitt-
ed by March 1, 1968. For ap-
plication forms and further in-
formation see Mrs. Eleanor 
Laudicina, Dept. of History and 
Social Science. 
Schedule of Events 
DATE EVENT 
Monday, March 4th 
9. 00- 4: 00 Senior Placement Interviews 
10 : 00-12: 00 Art Dept . Demonstration 
5 : 00- 7 : 00 Miss NSC meeting 
5: 00- 7 : 00 Omega Phi 
4: 00- 7: 00 Theatre Guild Rehearsal 
5:00- 7 :00 Judo Club 
7 : 00- 9 : 00 Alpha Theta Pi 
7:00- 9:00 Nu Delta Pi 
7 : 00- 9 : 00 Chi Delta 
7 :00-11 :00 Theatre Guild Rehearsal 
9 :00-11 :00 K a ppa E psilon 
9: 00-11 :00 Nu S igm a Phi 
Tuesday, March Sth 
9 :00- 4:00 
1 :00- 2 :00 
1 :00- 2 :00 
1:00- 2:00 
1:00- 2 :00 
5:00- 7:00 
7:00- 9 :00 
7 :00- 9 :00 




Senior Placement Interviews 
Renata Club Meeting 
Sigma Theta Chi 
NSC Peace Group 
History Club Meeting 
Finance Board Meeting 
Omega Sigma Psi 
Nu Theta Chi 
Sigma Kappa Phi 
Sigma Beta Tau 
Rho Theta Tau 
Nu Si_gma Tau 
Wednesday, March 6th 
Faculty Staff Buffet 11 :30- 2 :00 
5:00- 7:00 
5 :00- 7 :00 
5:00- 7:00 
7 :00- 9:00 
7:00- 9:00 
6:00- 9:30 
9: 00-11 : 00 
9:00-11 :00 




Nu Sigma Phi 
American Welding Society 
Nu Delta Pi 
Alpha Theta Pi 
Thursday. March 7th 
9: 00- 4 :00 Senior Placement Interviews 
6 :45-10 :00 Alumni 
7:30-10:00 Alumni 
7 : 00- 9 : 30 Black Power Confer~nce 
"Political Aspects of Black 
Power, Analysis of the Racial 
Situation in New Jerse'.l,< .and 
Black Militancy in Newar:k" --Friday. March 8th 
9: 00- 4: 00 Senior Placement Interviews 
5: 00- 8: 00 Student Council Meeting 
Saturday, March 9th 
9:00- 5:00 N.J . Committee on Girls 
and Women's Sporis 
Sunday, March 10th 
7:45-10:30 CCB Movie: "Arabesque" 












Main Dining Room 
Sloan Lounge 
East Room 







Student Org. Office 
Alumni Lounge 
East Room 
Main Dining Room 
Sloan Lounge 







Main Dining Room 
Little Theatre 
East Room 
Faculty Dining Rm 
Alumni Lounge 
East Room 





E ast Room 
D'Angola Gym 
Theatre for the 
Performing Arts 
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At Annapolis Too: Howe Outlines 6Point 
. . d F . Educational Program 13 D1sm1sse or s mokmg pot c~' A'!':oc::::· :: ~:,.';'";:.:: ::~. :~ :~.;.wvided by 
For the second time in less 
than a year, midshipmen will 
be expelled from the United 
States Naval Academy at An-
napolis for smoking marijuana. 
Superintendent Rear Admir-
al Draper L. Kauffman make 
the announcement February 21. 
This dismissal of 13 students 
is the largest explusion since 
the academy was founded 122 
years ago. 
The Naval Investigation Service 
conducted a one day investiga-
tion of a report by a midship-
man who said he · 'had seen 
several midshipman who ap-
peared to be smoking mariju-
ana in a midshipman's room at 
Bancroft Hall." 
Although the Navy did not 
disclose the names of any of the 
offenders, the 13 did not officially 
include any athletes or brigade 
officers, and, according to Lt. 
Comdr. Jack M. White, public 
IA Depa,rtment Slates 
1st Ann. Conf ere nee 
graduate study in this area at 
Kent State University, Kent, 
Ohio. 
affairs officer, all were mem-
bers of the same company. 
<Midshipmen informants reveal-
ed the company as the 34th. 
White claimed that last week's 
inciident and the one that occur-
red last June aTe urrelated. 
He also stated that he did not 
know where the marijuana was 
obtained by any information re-
ceived on the matter would be 
referred to the ,federal and 
state authorities. 
The ~irst hint of the incident 
came from a midshipman in-
formant who notified the Wash-
ington Post. According to him 
10 midshipmen were discovered 
smoking marijuana, burning in-
cense and playing with a ouija 
board at about 4 A.M. Sunday 
in Bancroft Hall. 
Whiite called the description 
more colorful than accurate . 
ministrators conference in At-
lantic City, Howard Howe, U.S. 
Commissioner of Education, 
outlined a 6-point educational 
program. 
This program is designed to 
renew American education and 
1includes such points as renewed 
emphasis on pre-school educa-
tion, increased work study pro-
grams for junior and senior 
high school students and indi-
viidualized instruction. 
The plan also includes a re-
duction in isolation of schools 
from the community, racial in-
tegration and the training of 
teachers. 
In the area of pre-school ed-
ucation, Howe mentioned that 
the main focal point would be 
toward the disadvantaged child. 
He feels that depriving these 
chiildren of kindergarten also 
deprived them of certain advan-
In his discussion on the work 
study program and the isolation 
of schools, Howe emphasized an 
integration of the school with 
the community as a whole. This 
plan might include, on the high 
school level. the part-time job 
as a source of school credits. 
The training and retraining of 
teachers would entail the educa-
tion for the disadvantaged child. 
The teachers must learn how to 
understand this child and teach 
him things he can do, rather 
than confront him with tasks 
which automatically made him 
a failure. 
He predicted that "the job of 
desegregation may be the hard-
est to implement of the six r e-
commendations." The task of 
integration must be kept before 
the mind of the community, not 
only for t he benefit of minority 
(Continued on Page 6) 
The Department of Industrial 
Education at Newark State Col-
lege, will hold its first annual 
conference Friday, March 15. 
The afternoon and chinner event 
will be held from 3 to 9 P.M. 
in the industrial education build-
ing and the campus dining hall. 
The afternoon program will 
consist of demonstrations of new 
industnial equipment and tech-
niques by representatives from 
industry. Three or more dem-
onstrations will be held in each 
of the following areas: drafting, 
electronics, graphics, woods, me-
tals and general shop. Industrial 
products will be displayed. 
Vetterer--Why Weren't Students Told 
The conference, whiich is en-
titled "New Dimensions in In-
dustrial Education,·• is open to 
industrial education teachers, su-
pervisors, principals, superinten-
dents and prospective industrial 
education students. 
Dinner speaker will be Dr. Del-
mar W. Olson, professor of in-
dustrial arts at the University 
of North Carolina and the au-
thor of lmustnal Arts and Tech-
nology and other books. He 
was formerly professor of in-
dustrdal arts and coordinator of 
The program committee con-
sists of Mr. Robert E. Bloom-
field, chairman; Dr. F.W. Chris-
toffel, and Mr. E.A. Barden, 
all members of the industrial 
arts education faculty. 
Dinner reservations can be 
made by calling the industrial 
education office at 289-4500, ex-
tension 282. Mr. M.P. Van Nest 
is chairman of the department. 
(Continued from Page 1) 
at a 60% reduction on each re-
cord. 
"There are a great variety 
of money saving-opportunities of-
fered by N.S.A.," said Miss Vet· 
terer. 
Miss Vetterer attended N.S. 
A. 's national conference this past 
August with Student Government 
representatives and the N .S.A 
Coordinator. Kathy Fulcomer. 
Mrs. Fulcomer stated Tues-
day that she had publicized NSA 
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formation booth at the Fresh-
man Orientation program last 
September and through the In-
dependent. She said that addi-
tional information could be ob-
tained on NSA's local student 
discount program from Grace 
Rooney and that Europe Travel 
information could be supplied 
through Marie Kancelj ak. 
Mrs. Fulcomer and her staff 
can be reached in the NSA of-
fice located in College Center 
or through mailbox 343. 
To the Editor: 
Last summer I attended the 
National Student Association Con· 
gress at the Universirty of Mary-
land, along with several other 
representatives from NSC, for 
2 weeks. There I learned of a 
great variety of money-saving 
opportunities offered by NSA. 
This information was made know 
and available to all the repre-
sentatives, but it was the res-
ponsibility of the NSA coordiria· 
tor to publicize this on campus 
and make it available to our 
entire student body. 
For example, did you know 
that . . . NSA's Life Insurance 
Policy, in addition to being the 
. lowest priced plan offered to stu-
dents, contains no war restric-
tions? Full protection continues 
during military service - even 
in combat 
NSA is the only organization 
in the United States authorized 
to distribute the International Stu-
dent ldentily Cud whu:b. zna.,i 
proYide a 50% daily .financial 
saving for the student travel-
ing in Europe? 
Flying to Europe on an NSA 
Charter Flight, a student pays 
only $246.00 for a round-trii; 
ticket, New York to London -
approximately $150.00 less thar 
the low-eost Icelandic Airlinef 
price? 
As a sponsor of the annual 
National Student Film Festival, 
NSA is the only organizatior 
which makes the winners of thif, 
competition available to you for 
campus showings? 
Using NSA's Booking Bureau 
the Alliance for Campus Talent, 
top-name entertainers may ap-
( Continued on Page 11) 
Study Abroad This 
Summer For $1,250 
Newark State College, Union, 
will sponsor a study abroad tour 
next summer that will include 
visits to five countries and study 
at five universities. 
A group of 25 to 30 undergrad-
uate or graduate students will 
be accepted for travel from Ju-
ly 1 through August 19 to Den-
mark, Norway, Sweden, Finland 
and Germany. They will study 
for one week at each of the fol-
lowing universities: the Univer-
sity of Oslo in Norway, the Uni-
versity of Jyvoskyla in Finland, 
the Institute of Gothenberg in 
Sweden, and the Universities of 
Hamburg and Koln in Germany. 
The tour will provide six aca-
demic credits in any of the fol-
lowing major subject areas: art, 
general education, physical edu-
cation and recreation and social 
science . Credits can also bE 
earned for independent study, 
and one week will be provided 
at the end of the tour for indi-
viidual travel. 
Activities will include lectur-
es, seminars, excursions, boa· 
· rides thr.ough fjords, mountair• 
climbing-and visits to museums, 
fairs and festivals. 
The approximate cost of $1, 
250 for the tour will include tui 
tion, flight, travel in Europe 
meals, lodging, lectures, semin 
ars and excursions. 
Prospective participants ma.· 
contact either of the program' 
two directors, Professors Dore 
thea L. Holden and Wolfgan. 
Karbe, .faculty members in New 
ark State's Department of Ph, 
sical Education. 
Page 4 THE INDEPENDENT 
"Truth cannot be force,l but must be allowed to plead for itself." 
Course, Evaluation 
Reliable sources have it that Course and 
Teacher Evaluation Chairman John Evan-
gelisti will end the committee's agonizing 
struggle by dealing the death blow to the 
evaluation at Friday's meeting of the Stu-
dent Council. If the reports are true, Mr. 
Evangelisti can not be faulted. Student re-
sponse tc the survey does not warant its pub-
lication . 
A questionaire was mailed to every student 
and extra forms were attainable at the Stu-
dent 0 ;:-~anization Office and at times in the 
halls of the College Center, but at present 
approximately 400 students have returned 
completed forms and 2,800 have net. 
An evaluation with only 12'/,, of the stu-
dent body responding offers little and prob-
ably no validity. It will not serve as a guide 
to the Curriculum Committee as hoped. It 
will not serve as a responsible indication to 
the Retention Committee as to the students' 
evaluation of their professors. Twelve percent 
is just not enough. 
The entire situation is deplorable. Are the 
students at this college more concerned with 
adequate parking spaces than they are with 
the quality of instruction they receive and the 
subject matter they are taught? Returns by 
only 400 of a possible 3,200 student is a strong 
indication the answer is yes. If this be true 
than we can expect little of these tuture edu-
cators. 
Students are admitted to Newark State to 
receive an education and if they cared about 
that education, as they should, they would 
have completed ai:id returned their course 
evaluation forms. Their constant complaints 
heard in every corner of this campus serve 
no p·.irpose. The Course Evaluation does. 
The changes needed would have been 
pointed to by a Course and Teacher Evalua-
tion that had a significant number of returns. 
It does not appear Newark State is to have 
such an evaluation this year . If this valuable 
project is lost in the apathy it now suffers 
from, than the students at Newark State Col-
lege lose a valuable instrument and much 
more. 
It seems as it the work of Mr. Evangilisti 
and his aides on this project has gone to 
waste, and to foster such waste of talent, time, 
money, and potential gains, is discouraging 
and deplorable. 
The Parking P·rohlem 
Through the cooperate efforts of a commit-
tee of leading students, administrators, and 
faculty members a partial solution to the up 
and coming parking problem has been reach-
ed. It is not an all incompassing one, but it 
is a beginning. 
Special areas designated for smal1 foreign 
vehicles that consume a minimum of space 
have been proposed. The cars that will be 
taken away from the primary parking areas 
should number up to 200 and hopefully more. 
Two hundred additional parking spaces in 
the macadamed areas will partially alleviate 
the difficulties anticipated with the coming 
of the Spring thaw. These 200 or so spaces 
will only be available if everyone cooperates. 
The three areas (Dormitory Parking Area, 
West Shoulder of the Campus School Recrea-
tion Area, and the interior campus avenue 
from the Power Plant to Dougall) must only 
be used by the M.G.s, V.W.s, Triumphs, 
Volvos, and so forth . Foreign car owners must 
park head in as compactly as possible in these 
emergency areas and everyone must be 
patient. 
Faculty members must park only in the 
areas designated for them and car pools are 
encouraged for everyone. 
Cooperation by all will be the key to the 
entire situation. The Independent can not 
stress this eough. This period will be trying 
and difficult, but can be survived with a 





One Man's Opinion 
To the Editor : 
I wish to protest the excessive 
use of College Press Service 
material in the February 15th 
issue of the Independent . The 
contents of several of the 
lengthy articles had already 
been published in daily news-
papers prior to their appearance 
in the Independent. In the jar-
gon of journalism, such news is 
"stale.'' 
Why must the Independent 
rely so heavily on commercial 
copy? Surely there is no dearth 
of news on a campus of approx-
imately 3200 students. The Col-
lege community is more inter-
ested in student opinion concern-
ing Vietnam, the draft, racial 
problems, and academic free-
dom than it is in dated College 
Press Service accounts of the 
same topics. 
The Independent could per-
form a valuable service for its 
readers by conducting and pub-
lishing the results of student 
polls, surveys, interviews and 
questionnaires on topics of cur-
rent interest. Such coverage 
would make the campus news-
paper less dependent on the dat-
ed news it buys from the Col-
lege Press Service. 
Sidney Krueger 
• • • 
A Radio Station 
To the Editor : 
In your February 22, 1968 ed-
ition you printed a story on 
the students seeking a radio sta-
tion for the college. I do rot 
believe that it would cost $10,000 
to establish a radio station but 
far less. One should consult 
broadcast equipment manufac-
turers and get an estimate of 
just how much the station would 
cost and then submit it to the 
administration. I would not be 
surprised ii a station could be 
constructed at 60 to 75% of the 
above estimate. 
You also point out in the ar-
ticle that supervisory personnel 
are needed to operate the equip-
ment. To operate an educational 
FM station, that is all trans-
mitter maintainance, one must 
February 29, 1968 
have a second-class radio tele-
phone licesnse. This is the lowest 
grade license the FCC allows 
to handle the maintainance op-
eration of Broadcast equipment. 
This permission is given on 
the second-class license to edu-
cational FM stations only. A 
first-class license gives unli-
mited operation of any broad-
cast station educational or not. 
The second-class license isn't 
easy to get, I know; I went 
through the exam, but anyone 
with an interest in radio can get 
the license. Why hire supervisory 
personel when a student could do 
the work? 
I also feel, that anyone who 
works a-t this station should have 
at least passed the FCC's third-
class license. This restricted 
permit entitles one to the opera-
tion of the control board:- To 
pass the test, one must know the 
basic laws of the FCC and how 
to read a meter. It is a ra-
ther simple but important test 
to pass to acquire this permit.. 
I feel that anyone who goes on 
the air should know what is 
allowable to said on the air and 
what isn't. This would allow 
each member of the staff to op-
erate the basic controls of the 
station, and each one would be 
responsible for what he says. 
I feel that this point is extre-
mely impor-tant. 
Thus, as I have pointed out, 
this station could be run by the 
student body and eliminate the 
need for a hired technician. I 
fe(!l that the station could be-
come a reality at a relatively 
low cost. The problems would 
arise in the time period of 
waiting 'for the comm1ss1on 
(FCC) to act on the license. 
Remember, the operation of 
a station must be in responsible 
hands, and I feel that the en-
tire staff of it should know what 
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Choice '68--Voting On 1,000 Campuses April 24 
In any election year there are 
always numerous mock primar-
ies and elections on college 
campuses. 
In 1968 these individual local 
priimaries will be pushed in to 
the background by Choice '68; a 
national pr imary to be held 
April 24 on more than 1,000 
college campuses. They hope to 
have a potential electorate of 
five-and-a-half m illion. That 
would m ake it the second larg-
est prim a ry in the nation (after 
California 's). Some have pre-
dicted that they will get close 
to 2,000 schools, whiich would be 
nearly every college in the coun-
t r y. 
Choice '68 is the idea of Bob 
Harris, a form er Michigan State 
University student body presi-
dent. It occurred to him last 
summer that, instead of a hap-
hazard group of local primar-
ies, college students ought t o 
vote at the same time in one 
national pmmary. 
Mr . Harris went to Time mag-
azin for funds and received 
$100,000. But being funded by 
Time is a problem for Choice 
'68 Time's editorial 1treatment of 
students, education, and Viet-
nam hais not exactly m ade it 
crediible to many college stu-
dents and some of that lack of 
cerdibility may rub off on 
Choice '68. 
But Harris says 'Dime has giv-
en him and his board of direct-
ors complete control over pol-
icy. "They do exercise quality 
control over how things are 
written and so forth." he says,, 
"but they let us deoide on basic 
approaches and policies." Har-
ris is now trying to set up a "30 
or 60-minute television special" 
to announce the results. 
The directors were in Wash-
ington for four days. In between 




The Pueblo incident has in-
creasea traffic on the under-
ground flee-the-draft railway into 
Toronto and other Canadian bor-
der points. 
Canadian draft resistor groups 
traditionally report an influx of 
draft dodgers from American 
universities this time of year, 
but this has been swelled by 
those students fearing additional 
drafting for a possible war with 
North Korea. 
Students are often reclassified 
at the end of semesters, account-
ing for the spurt of refugees to 
Canada . 
Groups in Toronto, the most 
active, and Montreal and Van-
couver ,all report more inquiries 
for information within the past 
week, but none can provu.de sta-
tistics on numbers of American 
stuqent draft evaders who might 
have crossed the border. 
In Toronto, Mark Satin, head 
of the local committee aiding 
draft dodgers, says requests for 
help have been coming dn at the 
rate of five a day for the past 
(Continued on Page 9) 
President Johnson ("He looked 
like a ghost," said one) to lead-
ers of the Young Republicans, 
they spent long hours picking 
the candidates, chasing which 
Reagan and Wallace, plus Ndx-
on and Johnson, who will draw 
many conservative votes. The 
rest of the 14 . candidates are 
"moderate to liberal." 
radicals. Harris said he found 
r adicals cool to the idea tin his 
visits to campuses. Most radi-
cals reject electoral politics as 
a means of changing policy. 
SAMPLE BALLOT 
Indicate First, Second and Third Choices For President 
Fred Halst~ad Martin L . King 





Lyndon Johnson Eugene McCarthy 
Rober t Kennedy Richard Nixon 
Charles P ercy 
What course of military action should the United States pursue in Vietnam 
~ withdrawal of American forces 
D ph~sed_reduction of American military activity 
D ~amtam current level of American military activity 
[J mcrease the level of American military act ivity 
C all out American military effort 
~hat course of action should the United States pursue in regard to the bombing of North 
Vietnam 
D per_ma~ent cessation of bombing 
D mamtam current level of bombing 
D intensify bombing 
D use nuclear weapons 
In confronting the 'urban cr isis' which of the following should receive highest priority in 
governmental spending 
O education 
D job training and employment opportunities 
0 housing 
O income subsidy 
O riot control and stricter law enforcement 
questions would go on the ballot, 
and wording the questions . . 
With mostly liberals on the 
board, they faced special prob-
lems in trying to make sure that 
conservatives were treated fair-
ly on the ballot, For example, 
they had their ha,rdest time 
working the "hawk" alternativ-
es in Vietnam, which most of 
them oppose (although they gen-
erally refuse to give their irer-
sonal positions on the war and 
are obligated not to endorse or 
work for any candidate). 
The directors wound up drop-
ping several other candidates, 
including J . William Fulbright, 
Texas' conservative Sen. John 
Tower, Dr. Benjamin Spock, 
and Gen. James Gavin. They 
decided not to pare the list too 
sharply, however, because they 
wanted to give students a wide 
variety' "The question,'' said 
Wisconsin student body presi-
dent Mike Fullwood, "is whose 
choice is Choice, our choice or 
the students' chodce?" 
They are also likely to be skepti-
cal of an election involving large 
numbers of college students, 
most of whom are moderate 
and unlikely to vote radical. 
So, although a number of dov-
es made the ballot almost aute>-
matically, the directors decid-
ed that might not be enough ,in-
volved radicals. As an answer 
they added Fred Halstead, who 
is running for P,resident from 
the Socialist Workers Party on 
a platform of black power and 
immediate withdrawal from 
Vietnam. They wound up with only two 
conservatives on the ballot -
They also spend a good deal 
of time trying to avoid a boy-
cott of the election by campus Dick Beahrs, student body 
Slim Is The Word 
No Change In Draft Law Seen 
By Richard Anthony 
WASillNGTON (CPS)-The chances that Con-
gress will fight the Johnson Administration's re-
cently announced policy on the draft can be 
described in a word-slim . 
Last Friday the Administra tion let it be known 
that almost all graduate deferments were being 
eliminated, and that the long-standing policy of 
drafting the oldest draft-eligible males first would 
be retained. 
Since then there have been public statements 
by individual members of Congress opposing the 
policy. Sen. Edward Kennedy, for example, told 
a Boston audience Monday that he plans to sub-
mit a bill that would bring about basic changes 
in draft procedures, and two New York Congress-
men said in the House that day that the new 
policy would severely retard the nation's educa-
tional progress. 
These men, however, are not in positions to 
get Congress moving on the draft. The real power 
in questions connected with the military rests with 
legislators like Rep. Mendel Rivers (D.-S.C.) and 
Sen. Richard Russell (D.-Ga. ), chairmep of the 
armed, services committees in their respective 
branches of Congress. 
Neither has referred publicly to the Admini-
stration's new policy. An assistant to Rivers, 
however, has pointed out that the policy comes 
close to what his committee recommended after 
its draft hearings last year. One of Russell's 
aides said that as far as he knew the senator has 
no plans to reconsider the draft question. 
Another crucial figure in the matter of pos-
sible Congressional action on the draft is Rep. 
Edward Hebert {D.-La.), who chairs a House sub-
committee that studied the draft last year. Heb-
ert, according to one of his aides, has been de-
luged with mail from critics of the Administra-
tion' s draft policy. 
Nevertheless, the Congressman has come out 
publicly in favor of the new draft measures. In 
a statement prepared Tuesday he said, " It would 
be absolutely intolerable to continue to insulate 
graduate students from the hazards of combat 
which we require other young men to face ." 
Hebert cited some Defense Department sta-
tistics suggesting that only one-quarter of the 
draft-age men who have graduated from coHege 
would be taken. He concluded from the statistics 
that graduate schools would not be as badly hurt 
as they think, and that college graduates would 
not be taken in disproportionate numbers . The 
st:1tistics, however, are misleading for several 
reasons. 
The Administration has said that it will need 
240,000 draftees during Fiscal Year 1969·. But if 
the Vietnam war continues to escalate, the num-
ber of needed draftees is likely to grow sub-
stantially. 
Further, if local draft boards decide to con-
tinue most occupational deferments (which are 
now a local board option, under Friday's ruling), 
then the burden will fall more heavily on college 
graduates than present estimates suggest. 
To spite of the fact that the Defense Depart-
ment's statistics are misleading, however, mem-. 
hers of Congress can be expected to fall on the 
Defense Department's figures to put ·off angry 
c_onstituents. During a shooting war, with elec-
tions only months away, most of them will try to 
stay away from controversial questions like the 
draft. 
{Continued on Page 8) 
president at Berkely, gives an-
other reason why the ballot may 
interest radicals : the two r efer-
enda questions on V1ietnam. He 
points out that radicals have 
worked hard -to put Vietnam re-
ferenda on the ballot in the Bay 
Area and other places and rad-
icals may decide to push this 
referendum hard. 
One of Harris' answers to rad-
!icals is that "two and a half 
million Amer icans ought to be 
able to have some impact on the 
policy of the country." That, 
then, is the key question about 
Choice 68 : Will rit have any im-
pact on American policy and on 
the election? If it doesn't (and 
it has been so far ignored by 
most of the press), then radi-
cals will have addit ional proof 
of their view that students must 
take direct action to influence 
policy. 
Voting in Choice 68 will be 





Cites Other Products 
It Makes For Public 
BOULDER, Colo. (CPS)-Dow 
Chemical Company's respon_se 
to those who object to its mak-
ing napalm argue that napalm 
:involves only a small amount of 
their time and effort, that they 
have many other products be-
sides napalm. 
For those interested in Dow's 
other consumer products the 
University of Colorado Daily of-
fers this l!ist : 
Dow Bathroom Cleaner, Dow 
instecticides, Dow Oven Clean-
er, Dow Soil Fumigants. Dow 
Weed Killer, R andi-Wrap, Sar-
an-Wrap, Silastic Bathtub Cault, 
Silastic Sealers, Syl-mar Decor-
ator Fabric Finish, Syl-mar Fa-
bric Finishes in Apparel, Weath-
erest and Sentinel, anti-freeze 
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The Turning Of The Year In S. Vietnam, Part III 
by Steve D' Arazien 
SAIGON (CPS)-The war in 
Vietnam is really two wars: 
one military and the other socio-
economic, and the two must be 
fought together, administration 
officials explain. 
But in truth Vietnam remains 
overwhelmingly a military oper-
ation with military brass calling 
the shots. The excuse is often 
made that the Other War can 
not really be waged until the 
military situation is under con-
trol. 
The Other War means the 
battle against the poverty, di· 
sease, and illiteracy which 
plague Vietnam. The more so-
phisticated, political science-ori-
ened advisors here understand 
the causes of the Vietnamese 
civil war. They realize Vietnam-
ese society is divided between 
rich city dwellers and rural 
peasants. But their understand· 
ing has not helped them win the 
war. 
There are a number of fund-
amental reasons why the Other 
War cannot be won, reasons 
which are not considered by the 
men waging it. All of the rea-
sons are tied up with the ques-
tion of our motivation. In the 
Administration's eyes help-
ing the Vietnamese, winning 
their '"hearts and minds'· is a 
means, not an end. Dean Rusk, 
in an unusual display of candor, 
has admitted as much. 
Sometimes it seems our real 
reason for being in Vietnam is 
to deny the Chinese a tradition· 
al sphere of influence in Asia. 
Or perhaps we seek a wider 
purpose - to send a message 
to revolutionaries throughout 
the world - Asian, African, La-
tin American; Maoist or Fidel-
Baptista-that we will zap them 
with our counter-insurgency 
techniques. Underlying this is 
our real intent: that the have-
nots will not get what we have 
without a fight, that they might 
as well submit to U.S. domina-
tion, enjoy the munificence of 
our foreign aid program, and 
not cause any trouble. 
Simply put, America's ideo-
logy precludes winning the Oth-
er War. We support the very 
elements which profit from the 
poverty of the Vietnamese pea-
sants. Eisenhower and Dulles 
defended U.S. intervention in 
Vietnam in the fifties because 
they felt the U.S. couldn't af-
ford to loss the valuable natural 
resources in Vietnam to the 
communists. In fact, only a 
small but powerful group of 
Americans stood to profit from 
U.S. involvement, the major 
shareholders in the companies 
which process the raw mat-
erials. The American public was 
neither harmed nor helped eco-
nomically. 
The fundamental contradic-
tion of maiming people one day 
and patching them up the next 
disturbs many sincere, concern-
ed Americans working in Viet-
nam. These few Americans like 
the Vietnamese people, speak 
their language, wear Vietnam· 
ese dress and work for AID or 
for voluntary agencies like the 
International Volunteer Service 
(IVS). This group is deeply dis-
turbed about the war. 
I met a local AID chief who 
was sympathetic with the Viet-
namese and who had been suc-
cessful in pacifying his area be-
cause he was trusted. He agreed 
with me when I said our aid was 
inauthentic. The Vietnamese also 
find our aid program an exer-
cise in duplicity. It is fraudulant 
to drop bombs, create refugees, 
and expect gratitude when you 
feed them. 
I never came to grips with the 
truth of Stokely Carmichael's 
pronouncement of American's 
underlying racism until I came 
here. Generally the "gook" talk 
is self-censored in the presence 
of the press. "Of course," an 
officer explained apologetical-
ly. "we never let the Vietnam-
ese hear it.'' Yet I heard the 
NASA To Present 
Lecture Monday 
The National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration will pre-
sent a lecture-demonstration at 
Newark State College, Union, at 
10 A.M . and 7 P.M Monday, 
March 4. The program will be 
held in room B104 of Bruce Hall 
on two consecutive days to per-
mit both day and evening stu-
dents to attend. The public is 
welcome. 
Mr. Edward A. Robin-
son, NASA aerospace education 
specialist, will present the hour-
long talk and demonstration of 
aeronautics, rocketry, propul-
sion systems, satellites, probes, 
orbits, communications and 
manned spacecraft. 
Demonstration equipment will 
include scale models of rockets, 
satellites ' and precision instru-
ments used in space flight. It 
will arrive in a "ispacemobile," 
a vehicle designed to transport 
the special equipment used to 
tell the story of the accomplish-
ments and objectives of the 
space agency. 
Before joining the education-
al programs office of the NSA, 
Goddard Space Flight Center in 
Greenbelt, Maryland, Mr. Rob-
inson was employed in NA-
SA Lewis Research Center and 
the NASA Western Operations 
Office in Santa Monica, Calli.for-
nia . In his association with 
NASA he has lectured at col-
leges, universities, engineering 
groups, elementary, junior and 
senior high schools throughout 
the nation. 
The program is sponsored by 
Newark State's Department of 
Science. Mr. Alexander Hall, as-
sociate professor, is in charge of 
the event. 
Howe Outlines 
(Continued from Page 3) 
groups, but for the benefit of the 
which childre·n as well. 
He urged his fellow educators 
to "accept the difficulties oreat-
ed by progress and to continue 
to push on for further pro-
gress." 
Embassy's marine guard mak-
ing wisecracks about Vietnam-
ese as Vietnamese embassy 
employees were within earshot. 
They know Americans neither 
like nor respect them. Only mili-
tary might prevents more dra-
matic expression of their resent-
ment. 
The Pentagon would prefer 
improved relations with the na-
tives. The Army handbook 
warns soldiers not to abuse Viet-
namese women, talk loud, drive 
recklessly, or wave their money 
around. It says, "Join with the 
people . Understand their life. 
Use phrases from their lang-
uage. Honor their customs and 
laws." But the racism is too 
deeply rooted. Soldiers do insult 
the women, run "the men off the 
road, and turn children into beg-
gars. 
U.S. troops are not paid much 
by American standards but by 
local standards they have mon-
ey to burn. Soldiers, even in re-
mote outposts, frequently have 
Vietnamese cooks and servants. 
While Vietnamese civilians with 
near-fatal injuries must be mov-
ed over the rough roads for, 
I've heard, as long as nine 
hours. U.S. helicopters are in-
volved in keeping isolated U.S. 
installations stocked with Amer-
ican beer. A reporter can, on 
whim, get a helicopter to take 
him just about anywhere . When 
·1 -r:r 
'l i ' '1 
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the Vietnamese minister of wel-
fare wanted helicopters to move 
rice to refugees threatened with 
starvation, he was told they 
were all busy fighting the war. 
What is involved is America's 
profoundly misplaced set of val-
ues. 
Meds exclusive design gives you this extra se-
curity: an outer layer of larger fibers to absorb 
faster, blended with an inner layer of tiny fibers 
to store more, longe r. 
Comes in the first gentle, flexible plastic applicator. 
For sa mple box of 10, send 10¢ to Meds, Box 10-S, 
Milltown, N.J. 08850. lndic;:ite Regular or Super. 
.. 
Our soldiers live well here. 
Quarters are frequently aircon-
ditioned . Booze is plentiful. The 
Armed Forces Vietnam Network 
operates am, fm, and television 
stations throughout the country 
and so it is probable that a sol-
( Continued on Piage 11) 
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Moliere, Chekov 
Plays In Eliz. 
On March 9 
The Elizabeth Section of the 
National Council of Jewish Wom-
en announces that the National 
Theater will perform for the 
first time in Elizabeth on March 
9th. The production entitled "An 
Evening of Satire and Comedy" 
will be held at the Masonic 
Temple on North Avenue. 
M:11S. Joseph Bloom (354-5145) 
and Mrs. Mort Gershman (352-
3124), fund raising chairmen 
have announced the names of 
the two plays, "The Physician 
in Spite of Himself" by Moliere 
and Chekov's "The Bore". The 
plays have a complete profes-
sional cast, full scenery, light-
ing, costumes and music. 
Mrs. Irving Schwartz (352-
6052), ticket chadrman, will take 
reservations for theater party 
groups. Mrs. Michael Coplin 
(353-2719) is in charge of pub-
licity . 
Do.You Know 






John Wesper, Director of Col-
lege Construction and Utiliza-
tion said Tuesday that phone in-
stallation in Willis Halls should 
be completed "within the next 
five days.'' 
According to Wesper, rnstalla-
tion was begun before the start 
of the second semester, but dif-
ficulties prevented the job from 
being completed. But the phon-
es will be installed "as soon as 
Bell Telephone makes all the 
final connections." 
Wesper said Tuesday that be-
sides installing cables necessary 
for the Willis Hall connections, 
fire alarms and cables for fu-
ture bwildings were also being 
put underground. All these must 
be hooked up with the switch-
board in Townsend Hall. Addi-
tional work on a cable installed 
incorrectly for the Administra-
tive phones must also be com-
pleted. 
Wesper said the work should 
be completed by Monday "un-
less they run into some prob-
lem." 




by Dave Lichenstein 
Al Musmanno is president of the I.F.S.C. 
(Intra Fraternity Sorority Council). He grad-
uated from North Plainfield High School in 
1964, where he served four years on the stu-
dent council and participated on the wrestling 
and track teams.• A senior at Newark State 
College, he has been an active member of Nu 
Delta Pi for three years, worked on the Fresh-
man Orientation Committee, last semester 
and was chosen one of the delegates to repre-
sent NSC at the 1967 Leadership Conference. 
The 1.F.S.C. is composed of representatives 
of eighteen member groups, including four 




Recording Secr'ty-Adrean Gerarden 
Corresponding Sec.-Pat Deadman 
Treasurer-Laura Carroll 
In this interview Al explains the goals and 
responsibilities of his organization, and dis-
cusses the role of the fraternity on campus. 
Al Musamanno--"You Only Get Out What 
You Put In" 
"The main objective of I.F.S.C .. ," contends 
president Musmanno, "is to establish brother-
hood and sisterhood between the participating 
fraternities and sororities, to guide them in 
their policies, and to designate rules for such 
events as Greek Sing." 
"My personal responsibilities," he added, 
"include the conducting of meetings and con-
stant exemplification of , brotherhood and 
sisterhood for all, motivated by unbiased and 
unprejudiced opinion." 
Al Musmanno, President of I.F .S.C. 
There is one problem facing Al Musamanno 
and I.F.S.C. It is not the lack of sufficient 
funds, adrrJnistration oppisition, or student 
apathy. It is a more serious situation. 
"Member groups think of themselves first, 
not council," explains Al. "Therefore the 
group goals are not always completely at-
tained." 
"Participating fraternities and sororities 
often use I.F.S.C. only as a guidance counselor 
for different trophy events, such as the annual 
kite contest." "They don't seem to realize that 
it could be one of the most powerful organi-
zations on campus. But because many mem-
ber groups don't give out as much as they take 
from I.F.S.C., its potential is limited." 
THE ROLE OF THE FRATERNITY ON 
CAMPUS 
(Continued on Page 9) 
SOME PEOPLE JUST WON'T LISTEN! 
MAIL "!'HE COUPON BELOW 
BUT CHECKING AT FIRST STATE 
lS FIRST RATE ! 
THE ONLY COST 
15c Per Check, Charged To Your Account As Used 
NO Service Charge 
NO Minimum Balance 
NO Charge for Deposits 
BE BUSINESSLIKE! P A.Y BY CIIECK! 
AND YOU CA.N B.A~ BY MAIL 
----------~~~---------------------~------i 
The Firsi Staie Bank of Union 
1930 Morris Avenue 
Union, New Jersey 07083 
Gentlemen: 
I am interested in opening a First State Bank of Union 
Checking Account. Please send application. 
NAME ...... . ..... ...... ... ....... . .. ..... ... ...... .. ... . 
ADDRESS ........ .. ... .. . ..... ..... . . 
CITY ... STATE ....... ZIP CODE. . 
-, 
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W estie Says Morale Is Good 
N. Vietnam Cannot Hold Out 
General William Westmoreland said Sunday that he doubts that North Vietnam could 
stand a long war. Hcwever, the General said that there was a possi?ility that enemy forces 
could strike again and that more U.S. troops would probably be reqmred. 
Westmoreland said the enemy's Lunar New Year offensive had "required us to react-
and modify our plans in order to take advantage of the opportunity to inflict heavy casualties 
upon him." 
"Although the enemy has achieved some temporary psychological advantage, he suffered 
a military defeat," said West-
moreland. 
When asked whether his basic 
strategy had been changed by 
the Vietcong offensive, the gen-
eral said he had found it "ex-
pedient and desirable" to shift 
some American forces to the 
cities . But "Basically," he said, 
''I see no requirement to change 
our strategy. Friendly forces 
must find , fix, fight and destroy 
the enemy and concurrently pro-
vide the necessary security for 
the population. 
"However, one fact is clear as 
a result of the challenge posed 
by the recent Tet offensive : The 
time has come for debating to 
end, for everyone to close ranks, 
r oll up their sleeves and get on 
with the job." 
cent Viet Cong attacks put U.S . 
forces on the defensive, not only 
to defend the cities, but also to 
take advantage of the enemy 
who had surfaced himself to in-
flict heavy casualties. 
Westmoreland said when the 
enemy moved out of his jungle 
camps he made himself more 
vulnerable. "That is why over 
40,000 of the enemy have been 
killed in less than one month, 
which is over 40. percent of all 
the enemy killed in 1967. " 
He said that he had checked 
into the accuracy of the system 
of reporting enemy casualties 
and was confident that the fig-
ures were reliable. He said that 
any duplications of enemy dead 
or civilian casualties counted as 
Viet Cong, and that any dis-
crepancies were more than met 
by "enemy deaths that we do not 
know about ." 
oped to carry a greater share 
of the war, additional U.S. forces 
may be required in the interim. 
The U.S. -troops, he said, would 
show Hanoi "our firm determina-
tion to prevent (them) from tak-
ing over any part of South Viet-
nam. 
Westmoreland said that the 
South Vietnamese Army had 
"performed well indeed'' and 
•that ' 'their morale and fighting 
spirit were undoubtedly enhanced 
by their successes." 
In contrast, according to the 
general, Viet Cong morale is 
deteriorating. One reason that 
the enemy launched his recent 
large scale offensive was that he 
was seriously concerned about 
this deterioration in morale." 
I do not believe that Hanoi can 
hold up under a long war, " he 
stated . "The present enemy of-
fensive attitute may indica·te that 
Hanoi realizes this, also.'' 
February 29, 1968 
At attention, President Lyndon B. Johnson. with hand over 
hear~. and Gen. William Westmoreland, U.S. Commpnder of 
forces in South Vietnam, stand at aJtention before troops 
during the Presidential visit Oct 26, 1966 to Cam Rpnh Bay in 
South Vietnam. 
Underestimation of the enemy's 
capabilities to infiltrate cities in 
South Vietnam in large numbers 
was conceded by Westmoreland. 
Police patrols along the high-
ways-were inadequate to stop 
most of the infiltrating forces, he 
admitted. 
But the Vietcong offensive, he 
said, "does seem to be a go-for-
broke effort. 
"The second wave was feeble 
compared to the first if, indeed, 
it was intended as a second 
wave, "he added. 
Mrs. Boright Gets Met Audition 
But the success of the infiltra-
tion, Westmoreland believes, 
does not necessarily mean that 
the Viet Cong have "more sym-
pathizers than we believe." 
According to the general, it 
takes a small number of collab-
orators to aid infiltrators to an 
area "particularily if these in-
filtrators are well trained and 
disciplined," he added. 
Westmoreland said that the re-
He said it was too early to tell 
what would be the impact of the 
enemy offensive on the U.S. pa-
cification program. In some 
areas, he said, it will take 
months in some instances to re-
store the effort to its former 
level. 
He said although the South 
Vietnamese Army can be devel-
Mrs. Pamela Zardecki Boright 
a 21 year old senior General 
Elementary major at Newark 
State College, has won an audi-
tion to sing with Jerome Hines 
in his production of I Am the 
Way, at the Metropolitan Opera 
House at Lincoln Center in New 
York Oity. 
Slim Is The Word 
Mrs. Boright, wife of Council-
man Walter Boright J,r . of Kenil-
worth, auditioned for the opera 
on February 17, and was notified 
of her acceptance the following 
Saturday. 
The opera, I Am The Way. 
was written by M,r. Hines, world 
renouned bass at the Metropo-
litan Opera Company, in the 
early 1950's. The entire opera 
is nine hours long and is rarely 
performed in its entirely, when 
it is however, it is done in three 
sequences, each approximately 
three hours long spanning a per-
iod of three days. The opera 1i.s 
based upon the life of Jesus 
Christ. Mr. Hines will undertake 
the •role of Christ in the Palm 
Sunday performance, April 7. 
(Continued From Page 5) 
There are a few ways this 
situation could be changed. 
First, it 's conceivable that a 
mass letter-writing campaign by 
students, educators, and others 
concerned could stir Congress to 
action. Whether it would then 
move to take some of the draft 
burden off college graduates; 
though, is impossible to say. 
There is still strong sentiment in 
Congress against letting grad 
students stay out of the Army. 
Conceivably the Army could 
bring pressure to bear on its 
friends in Congress to change 
the draft policy. Army officials 
have told reporters that they 
don't want a high proportion of 
NOTICE 
There shall be a very import-
ant meeting for all the contest-
ants entering the sophomore 
class Queen contest, on Monday, · 
March 4th, at 5: 00 p.m. in the 
Faculty Dining Hall. All, contest-
ants must attend. Please be 
prompt. 
• • • • 
NOTICE OF.CLUB MEETING 
NASA to coming to NSC 
10:00, March 4 - Bl04 
Sponsored by the Science Club 
college graduates coming in as 
draHees, so the Army might 
push for a policy that would 
guarantee the drafting of some 
younger men along with the 
"oldest first.'· 
These are two possibilities, 
then, but at the moment they 
seem to be dis-tant ones. There 
is no evidence of widespread dis-
satisfaction in Congress over the 
Administration's draft policies. 
If that dissatisfaction is ever to 
be created, it will probably re-
quire strong pressures from out-
side. 
Pamela has been selected for 
one of the 12 women disciples 
to John the Baptist. Pamela is 
a coloratura soprano. She has 
studied voice with Miss Louise 
Raymond Printing 
RAYMOND A. TORELLA. PRESIDENT 
(201) 687-6835 
2760 AUDREY TERRAC~ 
UNION, NEW JERSEY 07083 
NSC senior. Pamela Z,Udecki 
Boright. to perform with Je-
rome Hines at the Metroplitian 
Opera. 
Natale, soloist at Riverside 
church, in N.Y.C. for four years. 
Mrs. Boright starred in the 
Opera Guild's performance of 
"Patience" by Gilbert and Sul-
livan and also had the leading 
role in Rodgers and Hammer-
stein's "South Pacific.'' 
Active in campus affairs, Pa-
mela is serving her second term 
on Student Council representing 
the class of 1968. She was a 
member of the Newark State 
Opera Guild and a member of 
the Hi-Low Chorus. Before her 
marriage to Mr. Boright, they 
appeared together on the "Ted 
Mack Amateur Hour" and also 
did a concert ,in behalf of the 
Ambassador from South Vietnam 
when he tourned this area about 
2 years ago. 
BUY NOW! 
TIME IS RUNNING OUT 
Hex Room will be open for the sale of texts. 
~. ~-
· Friday, March-Jst. 
After this date we will start processing texts 
for return to the publisher in preparation for the 
next semester. 
. School Ring&-March 8 
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Students May Have Eitra 
Tax Return Money For 67 
EZY MARKS ......................................... . 
( 
. ............................. By Bob Seymour; 
Students who worked part-
time or during the summer may 
have a refund corning on their 
1967 Federal income tax re-
turns, Joseph M. Shotz District 
Director of Internal Revenue 
has said. 
IID l!!l lffll!OOi B.ETl!!J!Pl!S -., 
Pueblo Jumps 
Students are required to file 
a tax return if they earned $600 
or more. Iif they earned less 
than $600 and taxes were with-
held from wages by their em- -----------------------' 
ployers, they should file a re-
turn in order to obtain a refund 
of the tax withheld from their 
For Candidates 
(Continued From Page 5) 
week. He explained his organi-
zation prepares booklets ex-
plaining how to emigrate to Can-
ada, and advises on Canadian 
immigration laws. The group al-
so helps students find suitable 
work, he said. He said it is 
easier for U.S. students to find 
work in Toronto than it is in 
Montreal, where so many jobs 
require a knowledge of French. 
wages. 
Unmarried students who earn 
less than $900 will not owe any 
Federal income tax. They are 
entitled to clalirn the usual $600 
personal exemption, plus a $300 
minimum standard deduction. 
Independent Needs 
Pictures, Releases 
In Vancouver, local custom 
and immigration officials said 
an increase in the influx of Am-
e.I'ican students during this same 
period is unlikely, but they said 
this could not be determined un-
til the end of the year. 
Students are entitled to claim 
their own personal exem;;ition 
when filing a tax return, Mr. 
Shotz said. Parents who furnish 
more than one-half the cost of 
support for their child who is a 
full-time student may also claim 
him as an exemption on their 
tax return, unless the child is 
married and is filing a joint re-
turn with his or her spouse. 
Student Profiles IFSC 
(Continued from Page 7) 
Al stated three major roles bers. You find that a large num-
the fraternity plays on campus: ber of student officers parti-
1. Service to the college. cipate in fraternity life.'' 
2. Brotherhood and sisterhood But do such organizl!Jtions pre-
within the organization. pare its members for the pat-
3. Strengthening sociaJ ties for terns they will encounter after 
the individual student. graduation? "I think so," said 
"I feel when someone attends Al, "The fraternities and sor-
a college," said Al, "They are orities on ,this campus build men 
there to widen their scope, and and women who are ready to go 
should try to get involved in as out in ·the world and pursue 
many potential leadership acti- goals such as teaching. The 
vities as possible." fraternity and sorority develops 
"Fraternities and Sororities ject when dealing with frater· 
wield a large amount of power on personality and confidence in 
compus - most student leaders onself. 
are fraternity and sorority mem- "As part of our role on cam-
Elizabeth Section - National Council o( 
JewiAh Women Preeent• 
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tions of the Student Council 
Election Committee, applica-
tiorus for candidacy for the Stu-
dent Council Executive Board 
and NSA Coordinator must be 
submitted by 5 pm tomorrow, 
Friday, March 1. )Applications 
should be submitted to the Stu-
dent Organization office . 
In order to publicize the can-
didacy of those seeking election, 
the Independent requests that 
each candidate submit a written 
declaration of intention, includ-
ing past experience in student 
government and other relevant 
skills. Declarations should not 
exceed 100 words. A photograph 
pus,' "we kee'p constant com-
munications with the adminis-
tration - but when policies con-
flict we try to defend the students 
viewpoint." 
Always a controversial sub-
nities is the question of hazing. 
"Hazing serves a purpose," 
said Al "when handled safely 
on campus and ending with a 
feeling of acceptance and bro-
therhood and sisterhood." 
"It is good" he continued 
"when contained to a certain le-
vel and no harm is done to any-
one." 
FUTURE ACTIVITIES 
In the future Al "would like 
I.F.S.C. to sponsor parties 
which might feature top name 
bands. I would also like to or-
ganize group discussions he 
mentioned "on leading contem-
porary issues. Last year we do-
nated to the Florentine Art Re-
storation League." 
In his four years at Newark 
Staite he has seen a better 
organization in student policies. 
He feels that the student body 
is still rather apathetic - ex-
cept when confronted with a 
major issue such as campus 
security. 
.THE MUSTANG LOUNGE 
Sat. March 2 
Saturday March 9 
Rt. #9 Sayreville, N.J. 
right off Exit #123, Garden State Parkway 
. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . Vanilla Fudge 
... .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . ..... .......................... Daily Double 
Marvellettes 
Plus 
The Classic 4 
" Spooky" 
I 
of the candidate is also request-
ed. 
As in the past, the Independ-
ent will :interview candidates for 
certain positions to determine 
who should be editorially sup-
ported. Please note that in order 
to obtain publicity and/ or sup-
port, it is of primary import-
ance to submit the requested in-
form~ion to the Independent of-
fice in College Center no later 
than 12 noon Monday, March 4. 
Any information submitted after 
this cannot be guaranteed to 
appear. 
Paid adve•rtri.sing space for 
candidates is also available. 
THE CASE OF THE INPEND-
ENTS. 
In every college there are 
bound to be some independent 
students who do not wish to 
join a specific fraternity or so-
roroity. "If they don't want to 
join" commented Al "they must 
have their seasons. But I hope 
if they didn't attempt this time 
they will try to join one next 
year. 
"Fraternities and sororities 
belong on campus'' he added 
"Through them the ideals of 
brotherhood and sisterhood have 
become more evident.'' 
What do such groups look for 
in prospective members? "A 
student who possesses the same 
group interests and goals as 
the specific fraternity or sorority 
he explains " Someone who 
mingles well with the brothers 
or sisters - and someone,who 
seems to employ brotherhood 
and will follow I.F.S.C. policy. 
Of course a good personality is 
a beneficial asset and I'm glad 
to say the majority of the males . 
and females on this campus pos-
sess it." 
FRATERNITIES AT A 
NATIONAL LEVEL 
One of the upcoming events 
of interest is the possibility of 
NSC expanding its fraternities 
and sororities to a national level 
Al explains : 
· "The school (NSC) is expand-
ing more and more every day. 
To cope with this rise of stu-
dent body, f~aternities and soror-
ities must also be allowed to 
expand to the national level. 
This would help the college 
in several ways - a gain in 
prestige, guidance from nation-
al to local level, and help in 
placement of jobs upon gradua-
tion." 
"To qualify, we must meet 
a certain evaluation. On Feb. 
26 the Dean of Rutgers came 




( Continued from Page 2) 
iocrity." The automobile indus-
try often takes an impractical 
view that the driver is at fault; 
but which is easier, to train 
every drive in the US what to 
do in a specific emergency and 
hope he remembers when the 
time comes, or to simply 
build preventative measures into 
the cars themselves. The an-
swer is obvious. 
However, the auto builders of 
America don't like this kind of 
criticism, and they prevent it 
from occurring by controlling all 
the information about their 
cars. They appeal to the public 
on an emotional basis with pro-
mises of new found sex appeal. 
When the consumer goes to a 
dealer he can find out about 
the colors, upholstery, and hide-
away headlights, but nothing 
about the cars potential safety. 
Corporations in the US need 
truthful disclosures to the con-
sumer, safety standards and 
their products and a new_ con-
cept of civil responsibilities, 
and perhaps most important ot 
all, a better concept of corpor-
ate sanctions. 
On trus last point, corporation 
such as General Motors have, 
through negligence, caused ac· 
cidents. Yet , when they are 
charged, the worst penalty they 
can come up with is a fine 
which amounts to a drop 
in a bucket when one consid-
ers the body's capital gains. 
In conclusion Mr. Nader stat-
ed that we at Newark State Col-
lege, as potential teachers, would 
be doing both ourselves and our 
country's citizens a great ser-
vice by instilling the need for 
consumer awareness and cor-
porate criticism into our stu-
dents. 
process. If we agree to follow 
his recommendations they will 
be evaluated and if accepted 
submitted to the Dean of Stu-
dent's at NSC for approval." 
"I sincerely hope this program 
is a success. 
A SEMI-SUCCESS 
He felt that I.F.S.C. was only 
a semi-success so far again be-
cause of the self-interest of many 
of the groups. He cites the fact 
that only 150 couples attended 
the I.F.S.C. Queen affair. There 
are app:r;oximately 900 student 
members of the organization. 
But mw;li improvement has 
been made over former years. 
The I.F.S.C. strongly backed 
student org. in their stands on 
campus security and parking fa-
cilities. 
'1t is a two-way bond between 
the fraternities-sororities and 
the I.F.S.C. council. "In other 
words," says Al, "You only get 
out what you put in - and 
right now member group are 
not putting in enough. I.F.S.C. 
still hasnt reached its full po-
tential." 
Page IO THE INDEPENDENT 
A Year Later 
NSA After The CIA Part I 
WASHINGTON (CPS)-National Student Association President Ed Schwartz was hold-
ing a press conference at the Willard Hotel, two blocks from the White House. 
After he had announced that NSA and three other student groups were suing Selective 
Service Director Lewis B. Hershey, the reporters began their questions. "Mr. Schwartz," asked 
one, "it is a matter of public record that your organization received funds from the CIA. Could 
you tell us what changes have come about since those ties were revealed?" 
Schwartz said nothing for a moment, th en grinned, "It's not only part of the public rec-
ord, it's beginning to sound like 
a broken record." As it became c_lear NSA was 
It is. No matter what NSA 
holds a press conference about-
the draft, student power, or even 
student travel - some reporter 
is bound to ask about the CIA . 
An NSA staff member who tells 
where he works knows he fa-
ces the inevitable question, "How 
the CIA?" Some staff members 
are beginning to tire of it. There 
are other things NSA ought to 
be known for. they say. 
That 's true, yet NSA is still 
not averse to using the notoriety 
it gained from the CIA revel-
a tions to get publicity for lits 
other activities. NSA now means 
something to most people and 
the initials capture the atten-
tion of busy newspaper readers . 
Nor is that reporter 's ques-
tion - what effect has the dis-
closure of the CIA ties had?-
an unimportant one. The impact 
has been significant. 
The public first became aware 
of NSA's secret benefacotr on 
the morning of February 14. 
1967 . in a Ramparts magazine ad 
on page 31 of the New York Times 
The story unfolded that day and 
for the next several days on the 
front page of the Times and the 
rest of the nation's newspapers. 
Until 1965 NSA had received 
about 80 per cent of its funds 
from the Central Intelligence Ag-
ency with the complete know-
ledge of top NSA officers. NSA 
staff members had provided the 
CIA with information on student 
groups in other countries. 
In the fall of 1965 NSA's new 
president., Phil Sherburne. had 
begun the process of ending the 
relationship. He began cutting 
back NSA's reliance on CIA mo-
ney, searching for other sources 
of funding . Sherburne's successor 
W . Eugene Groves, finished the 
liquidation of the relationship . 
NSA now makes a full public 
accounting of its income. and 
Sol Stern, who wrote the original 
This year's president of the 
NSA, Ed Schwartz. Schwartz 
was elected president this past 
August at the convention. 
Ramparts article, agrees that 
there is no indication that NSA 
is receiving :my more CIA funds. 
Controversy abounded in the 
wake of the revelations. NSA 
officers said they planned to 
reveal the relationship eventual-
ly . Ramparts and others argued 
that they wouldn't have . Riight 
wing groups such as Young A~e-
ricans for Freedom complained 
because they had missed out on 
the CIA largesse. Journalists 
James Ridgeway and Andrew 
Kopkind and others said NSA 
was a "democratic mutant" and 
suggested that it should disband. 
Predictions came f.rom right and 
left that NSA would fold . 
But in the ensuing weeks and 
months it became clear that the 
predictions of NSA's death were 
wrong, or at least premature. 
Only one school, Brandeis Uni-
vesity. dropped out of the or-
ganization and NSA membership 
has grown from 285 on Feb. 
14. 1967. to 335 on Feb. 8. 1968. 
going to live for a while, the 
significant issue began to emerge. 
When the CIA was providing 
most of NSA's income, the or-
ganization's real constituency was 
the CIA. It had little to do with 
the real lives of American stu-
dents. Through NSA had ex· 
panded its domestic role under 
Sherburne and Groves . a good 
deal of their effort had been 
spent ending the CIA relationship 
and their efforts were fairly hap-
hazard. Now that the CIA mess 
was over with, would NSA 
change its programs? 
The NSA officers said the an-
swer could be yes. Left wing 
groups such as Students for a 
Democratic Society didn't agree. 
The final word was expected 
to l'ome from NSA's annual Na-
tional Student Congress . More 
than 1,200 students gathered at 
the University of Maryland Aug. 
13-26 for the largest NSA Con-
gress eveJ·. Their answer was 
partly, _ves. there would be ra-
dical c!rnnges; partly, no; and 
partly that much would be left 
to NSA ·s officers and staff. 
The Congress passed the most 
radical resolutions of any in 
history. The delegates were 
against the dr~aft. for black pow-
er, and -against the Vietnam 
war. More significant was a clear 
call for NSA to emphasize do-
mestic programs and make its 
international activities relevant 
to students. These came in de-
mands for increased emphasis 
on educational reform and pas-
sage of a resolution on · 'student 
power," which was to become 
the NSA watchword during the 
ensu,ing months. 
But the delegates rejected nu-
merous proposals for a major 
overhaul of NSA's structure, 
often criticized as undemocratic. 
SDS held a counter-conference 
with many of the radical spea-
kers NSA had originally invited. 
Naval Officer Recruiting 
Team On Campus March 4, 5, 6 
A Navy officer recruiting team 
is scheduled to visit Newark 
State College the fourth, fifth. 
and sixth of March in the Col-
lege Center Building. 
The recruiting team will be 
available from 9 a.m. to 4 
p.m. to discuss aviation officer 
programs with interested stu-
dents. 
Opportunitites in Naval avia-
tio~ feature both pilot and flight 
officer programs. Flight Officers 
work as Navigators and bom-
bardiers aboard the Navy's 
newest tactical aircraft. They 
are also specialists in ariborne 
electronic systems and air in-
telligence. Students who wear 
glasses may qualify for this pro-
gram. 
The Aviation Reserve Officer 
Candiate (AVROC) program is 
open to quali:fiied sohpomores and 
juniors. A VROC offers summer 
training to college students while 
they complete their education. 
A new program called Reserve 
Officer Candidate (ROC III) is 
now open to college freshmen. 
This program offers a new col-
lege student the opportunity to 
begin his military career and 
education at the same time. It 
gives the student a four year 
deferment until he completes 
his education. It will also put 
more money in his pocket, when 
he goes on active duty, by cs· 
tablishing longevity pay. 
The Naval Air Reserve Tuain-
ing Unit here provides indoc-
trination flights in a single-en-
gine T-34 "Trainer" for all qual-
ified students. 
Students are urged to stop by 
the display and talk to the re-
cruiters to learn more about 
the Navy's Avliation officer pro-
grams. 
February 29, 1968 
W. Eugene Groves, president of the National Student Associ,11,-
tion when the CIA incident was publicized. Groves is speaking 
at the national congress of the organization that is held each 
year in August. 
But most of the delegates found 
SDS's abolish NSA position ar-
relevant. They gave just a short 
shift to proposals that NSA 
change to a system of individual 
students (rather than student go-
vernments) be members of NSA, 
as was advocated by outgoing 
Pres,ident Groves, and that NSA 
form a system of local and re-
gional '' grass roots student un-
ions. advocated by incoming Pre-
sident Schwartz. By five votes 
they elected Schwartz, an NSA 
veteran, president over Sam 
Brown, who advocated NSA 
emphasis on ending the war ln 
Vietnam. 
It was therefore left to NSA's 
officers and staff to build a set 
of programs relevent and use-
ful enough to enable students to 
have a more significant impact 
on American society. If they 
could succeed, then NSA [tself 
might also continue to exist. 




The Parkin{! Problem 
--
and Charrges in 
Parking Regulation 
ALL CLASSES CANCELLED 
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Ziolkowski, Roff Set School Marks 
(Continued from Page 12) 
foul shots to retie the game at 
67-67. 
Bloomfield now made their 
move, and by out scoring the 
Squires 8-3, they grabbed a 
75-70 lead wti.th one minute to 
play. With 59 seconds left, Tom 
Ziolkowski hit a foul cutting 
the margin to 75-71, half a min-
ute later Fred Boff's tap made 
the score 75-73. The Squires 
regained possession of the ball 
and with three seconds left Fred 
Boff hit a hook, tying the score 
and sending the game into over-
tJime. 
Newark broke quickly at the 
start of the overtime as Bob 
Palma's lay-up made the score 
Baff, T. Z., Catalano 
77-75. A Bloomfield basket knot-
ted the score at 77-77, but bas-
kets by Tom Ziolkowski and 
Jim Marino gave the Squires a 
81-77 edge midway through the 
overtime period. An exchange 
of baskets bought the score to 
83-79 and with less than two 
minutes to go the Squires seem-
ed in command. Bloomfield ran 
eight straight points and gain-
ed an 87-83 edge. Fred Boff's 
basket nar,rowed the margm to 
87-85, but that was the last scor-
ing in the game. 
(Continued from Page 12) 
remaining points second by the 
Squires were just so much icing 
on the cake. 
BeSli.des Catalano, Fred Boff, 
Tom Ziolkowski and Tom Muraw-
ski played big roles in the Squi-
re vicotry. Boff scored 25 points 
and grabbed 20 rebounds. Ziol-
kowski scored 17 points and hand-
ed out 14 assists. Tom Muraw-
ski, 6-5 reserve sophomore came 
off the bench in the second half 
and he scored five points and 
grabbed six big rebounds dur-
ing the stretch where the Squi-
res broke it open. 
Both teams played without the 
services of key ballplayers. New-
ark was wti.thout the services of 
Jim Marino and Rhode Island 
played without Tom Rouleau, 
who was averaging 28 points 
a game. 
The win lifted the Squire re-
cord to 12-11 , and left the Squi-
res needing just a split this 
week to have a .500 record. 
This is quite an improvement 
over last year's 6-17 record. 
Vetterer 
(Continued frgm Page 3) 
pear at your school for the least 
possible expense - savings of 
up to $500 a performance are. 
possible? 
Many of NSA's services pro-
vide money-making means for 
the sponsoring Student Govern-
ment? 
NSA Services will sooon make 
it possible for you to purchase 
the latest Beatles, the best Bach, 
and the greatest Ahmad Jamal 
at a 60 % reduction on each 
cord? · 
(quote from NSA Newsletter, 
February 19, 1968) Need I say 
anything more about these op-
portunities? My only question 




Ass't. Treasurer of 
Student Organization 
BOOKSTORE 
We shall be returning 
this semester's text-
books soon. So as not 
to leave you out 1n the 
cold, the Hex room will 
be open Friday March 
1st. 9 :00-5 :00, for the 
sale of all texts. 
I 
...... 
Jim Catalano attempts a jump 
shot in a recent Squire Game. 
The 6' l" freshman hit 14 out 
of 19 shots against Rhode Is-
land as the Squires scored a 
91-81 upset victory. 
Tom Ziolkowski and F,red Boff 
led the Squires in this tilt . Ziol-
kowslci. scored twenty-two points, 
grabbed nine rebounds, and 
handed out eight assists. Boff 
scored twenty-two points and 
grabbed twenty-three rebounds. 
Jim Marino added fourteen points 
for the Squires. The big rea-
son for the Bloomfield victory 
was team balance as six men 
hit double .figures, and a sev-
enth added eight points. 
Course Evaluation 
(Continued from Page 1) 
ed to abandon the program be-
cause of lack of participation by 
students. 
The first N.S.C course evalua-
tion was published two years 
ago after a long delay. Senior 
Class President Joseph Murray 
and Student Organization Presi-
dent Frank Nero were co-chair-
men. 
Evaluation forms are avail-
able through the Student Organ-
ization offices in the College 
Center. 
Fred Boff foils a shot by opposition in recent game. Boff broke 
the college's record for rebounds at the Bloomfield game. 
Turning Of The Year 
(Continued from Page 6) 
dier could come in off a patrol, 
plop down in his easy chair, pop 
a can of beer and watch his 
favorite cowboy program on the 
tube. It really happens. Compar· 
ed with the fairly austere 
French, our activity m4St look 
chrome-plated and much more 
permanent. 
M.S. U.; Univ of Mich Said 
To Recruit Illegally 
American hegemony in Viet-
nam is maintained through con-
trol of the Vietnamese govern-
ment. Our relationship with the 
Thieu-Ky regime is symbiotic. 
They couldn't last a day without 
lhe half-million American troops 
here g1vmg them legitimacy, 
nor would any other govern-
ment allow us to stay. ANN ARBOR, Mich. (CPS) -
Charges that University of 
Michigan athletes have been 
g,iven discounts, and even some 
gifts, by Ann Arbor business-
men are being investigated by 
the Big Ten here. 
John D. Dewey, assistant 
commissioner of the Big Ten, is 
questioning athletes, coaches 
and the businessmen involved to 
find out if Big Ten or National 
Collegiate Athletic Association 
rules have 'been violated. 
Dewey's investigation began 
after the Michigan Daily in a 
copyrighted story, ·reported that 
Ann Arbor clothing stores, along 
with a restaurant and a movie 
theater, had g,iven athletes dis-
counts. 
In a story two days later the 
Daily reported that Michigan 
State University athletes were 
getting benefits like those giv-
en to Michigan athletes. Dewey 
has said he will go to M.S.U. to 
investigate the situation there 
after finishing his probe in Ann 
Arbor. 
In its M.S.U. report the Daily 
said that, in addition to dis-
counts, athletes there we,re al-
lowed to charge long-distance 
phone calls to the number of 
one of the football coaches and 
were given "grill passes" for 
use at campus snack bars. It 
aiso reported that Duffy Daugh-
erty, head footbaoll coach at 
M.S.U., had paid for a trip to 
the school by the parents of a 
football prospect. Under Hig 
Ten rules it is illegal for mem-
ber schools to pay for such 
trips. 
After hearing about the 
Daily's report, Daughterty first 
said he might sue for libel. 
Since then, however, he has not 
indicated whether or not he in-
tends to go ahead with the suit. 
Daugherty and other coaches 
at the two schools could be sub-
ject to discipline by the Big Ten 
if the investigation shows the 
discounts and other benefits 
were used to help recruiting. 
Howard Cohen, who wrote one 
of the Daily stories, said several 
athletes told him that they were 
informed of the discounts during 
recruitment. 
Sports Desk 
(Continued from Page 12) 
he scored 34 against Newark to lead the Camden team to an 83-76 
upset victory . Bill is the fourth Jersey Collegiate to hit this coveted 
mark and he wound up his career as the third leading Jersey scorer 
in history. 
• • 
Quote of the week-One fan upon seeing us build a 14 point lead 
against Rhode Island: "They must be good because we are beating 
them; if they were a poor team they'd be murdering us." 
* • * • 
TOP TEN 
1) u.C.L.A. 6) Marquette 
2) Houston 7) Kentucky 
3) North Carolina 8) Vanderbilt 
4) St. Bonaventure 9) Louisville 
5) Columbia 10) Duke 
Psychiatrists 
Say LSD Not 
Psych Inducer 
Three psychiatrists from the 
University of Caliifornia Medical 
Center at San Francisco are in 
accord that LSD does not induce 
psychosis in the user. The doc-
tors studied twenty hospital!ized 
LSD users and compared them 
with a similar g-roup of patients 
who had not taken the drug. 
The study proved conclusive-
ly that, in all but two cases, the 
patients were psychotic before 
taking the drug. Three major 
differences were noted: 
Nonusers are argumentative; 
users attempt to escape from 
reality. Users have unstable 
sex relationships when compar-
ed with nonusers. The user at-
tempts to solve family prob-
lems outsiide the family in anti-
social behavioral patterns, while 
the nonuser resolves family 
problems from within the home. 
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Ziolkowski, Boff Set Records, But Squires Fall 
Newark State College Squires were up set by Bloomfield 87-85 in overtime, despite 
record setting performance by Fred Eoff and Tom Ziolkowski. Eoff, a 6-7 junior set a school 
record for rebounds in a season. Ziolkowski a 6'3 senior, set a school record for points in a ca-
reer .. The loss dropped Newark's record to 11-11 and seriously damaged the Squire's chances 
for a winning season. 
Bloomfield scored the first bucket of the game for a 2-0 lead after 26 seconds of play! 
Bloomfield still led 5-3 when Tom Ziolkowski hit a twenty-five foot jumper tying the score at 
- 5-5, and breaking the school scor-
Tom Ziolowski makes a basket for another 2 points at the 
Paterson State game . At the Bloomfield g,j:l.me he broke the 
college scoring record of over 1450 points. 
Boff, T. Z.-, Catalano 
-Shine In R. I. Upset 
Jim Catalano, Fred Eoff and Tom Ziolkowski paced New-
ark State College to a stunning 91-81 upset win aver tourna-
ment bound Rhode Island. The Anchormen had entered the 
game with a 16-5 record, and they have been selected to play 
in the District No. 32 NAIA tournament. The Squires on the 
other hand had a mediocore 11-
11 ,r ec;ord and had dropped three ever. George Gilcrest tapped in 
consecutive games. 
Jim Catalano was the star of 
the game. The 6-1 freshman 
hit 14 out of· 19 shots, with most 
of his baskets coming from twen-
ty feet out . That's a percent-
tage of 73 % from the floor and 
it represents the best shooting 
performance on the Squire Court 
in the past four years. 
Newark State grabbed the lead 
right at the start as Tom Ziol-
kowski hit a jumper for a 2-0 
lead. Paced by Zliolkowski and 
Boff the Squkes held the lead 
for the first 8½ minutes before 
a jump shot by Rick Creedon 
put Rhode Island ahead for the 
first t ime. Here Catalano took 
over. 
Jim scored twelve of the 
next nlineteen Squire points and 
helped the Squires regain the 
lead 38-37 with two minutes left 
in the half. Rhode Island again 
r e-grouped their ,sources for a 
8-4 spree which left the fa-
vored vtisitors with a 45-42 hal!f-
time lead. 
The second half started and 
Rhode Island scoring on a tap 
play increased •their lead to 47-
42. It appeared that the New 
Engl.and Quintet was ready to 
bust the game wide open. This 
was not to be the case, how-
a miss shot and then Fred Boff 
connected on a three point play 
tied the score at 47-47. The team 
exchanged points for the next 
four minutes and with 15½ min-
utes to play the score was 55-
55. 
Newark State then took the 
lead for good. Jiim Catalno hit 
two jumpers,, and after a Rhode 
Island foul shot he added a third 
basket for a 62-57 Squire lead. 
Fred Boff's foul shot made it 
63-57. After a Rhode Island bas-
ket made the score 63-57 New 
ark, paced by Jim Catalano's 
eight points outscored Rhode Is-
land 18-8 for a commanding 81-67 
lead with 5½ minutes to play. 
Rhode Island refused to fade 
and a 14-6 streak by the visi-
tors narrowed the margin to 87-
81 with 2:22 to go in the game. 
It was beginning to look like 
Rhode Island might come back. 
Newark State called a time-out 
and went into a freeze . Working 
the ball a round the key, the 
Squires moved the ball :so deftly, 
that Rhode Island was not able 
to stop the freeze until just 11 
seconds remalined to be played. 
At this juncture the :result was 
no longer in doubt and the four 
(Continued on Plage 11) 
ing record. The basket g.ave Tom 
1455 points, which was one above 
the 1454 total established by 
Wade Tikens . 
Bloomfield regained the lead 
on two foul shots by Bill Powers 
and then gradually !increased the 
lead until, with 9 min. remaining 
in the first half, Newark trailed 
27-17. The Squi,res then made 
their move. Fred Boff hit a foul 
cutting the margin to 27-18. 
Tom Ziolkowski hit a basket cut-
ting the margin to 27-20. Bloom-
field interrupted the streak with 
a basket, but six stralight Squire 
points, three by Fred Boff cut 
the gap to 29-26. Bloomfield 
again cut the streak with a bas-
ket for a 31-26 lead and then 
fought the Squires even for the 
next minute or so. 
Bloomfield refused to give up 
however , a nd by half time, 
Bloomfield was back in front 
41-40. 
The first 7½ minutes of the 
second half was as evenly match-
ed a s the first half and with 
7½ minutes gone in the half, 
the score was tied 55-55. New-
ark then took the lead. Fred 
Boffs jumper m ade dt 57-55 and 
when Jim Catalano added an-
other basket, the score was 59-
55 ; the Squires were ahead. 
The teams exchanged points 
until the score reached 64-60 and 
then Bloomfield ran five straight 
points to· regain the lead 65-64. 
Fred Boff's foul shot knotted 
the count at 65-65, and after 
Bloomfield had regained the lead 
67-65, Tom Ziolkowski sank two 
(Continued on Page 11) 
Bowlers Sweep 
For 11 in a Row 
Newark State's bowhlng team 
·met Stevens Tech this past Sun-
day. The result was a three 
game sweep for the Squires, 
and this extended the Squire's 
current win streak to 11. John 
Askovitz paced the Squires with 
a 224 game and a 620 series. 
Russ Parsell rolled a 564 series 
and Ron Merritt helped with a 
540 series. 
Newark's record is now 29 1h-
24½ and the Squires in the 
standing and Newark Rutgers is 
the next Squire opponent. 
The Jiirst game of last Sun-
day's match was a run away for 
the Squires as three Squires had 
200 games. The other two gam-
es were close ones with John 
Askovitz (185) and Ron Merritt 
(182) pacing , the second game 
win, while John Askovitz (221) 
and Ross Parsell (1:94) paced 
the thiird game victory. 
Mo'l~e Sports 
On Page 11 
Sports Desk 
by Fred Hansen 
Well, the long expected moment finally came. Las.t Friday 
night, at Bloomfield , with two minutes of the game gone, Tom 
Ziolkowski, took a pass from Bob Palma. He faked left. and went 
back toward the right. He stopped short and jumped into the air 
some twenty five feet from the basket. He released the ball and 
it streaked toward the basket. When it went through, Newark State 
Sports history was made . That basket gave Tom 1,455 points. One 
more than Wade Likens total of 1,454, which was compiled in the 
1950-19-53 seasons. It was a new school career scoring record . 
They stopped the game and gave Tom the ball . The next 
night his fraternity gave him a trophy to commemorate this ac-
complishment. The 6-3 senior had certainly earned this award . 
Tom entered Newark the same year I did. He was a transfer 
student so he had to sit out one semester completely and he was 
unable to play conference games his entire freshman year. The 
result was that Tom played in only seven games. He scored H7 
points in those games for 16.7 average. 
The next year was quite a memorable one , both for Tom and 
for Newark State. Newark won the conference title, for the first 
time, and Tom was the teams leading scorer . He scored 492 points 
for a 19.7 average and was named to the all-conference team . He 
also received All-American mention that year . 
Last year was also a memorable one. Down in Glassboro, Tom 
was named team co-captain and he became the sixth Squire to 
score 1,000 points . It was unfortunate that Tom was injured in this 
game and that finished him for the season. This also was the final 
blow for the Squires who lost their remaining games and finished 
with a 6-17 record. Tom played in eighteen games that year and 
scored 462 points for a 22.3 average and led the Squires in rebounds . 
He was again named to the all-conference team and he was also 
honored by being named all-state. 
This year the Squires have bounced back slightly . They are 
playing .500 ball. One of the big reasons for the comeback has 
been Tom. Tom, the team captain, has socered 479 points for a 
20.8 average, he leads the team in assists and steals, and in ad-
dition he ranks second in rebounds and blocked shots . He has broken 
the school record for assists in a season, and is currently nearing 
the 1,000 mark in career rebounds . He has already broken six 
Squire records and by the time he calls it quits, the number could 
be well over ten. He is almost a certain all-conference selection, 
and there is a chance he will be named all-state . 
I 
Yes, Tom has had quite a career and he will be missed next 
year. I'm sure everyone joins me in congratula,ting Tom on his new 
school scoring record . 
* • * 
Speaking of records, Fred Boff recently broke a school record. 
The 6-7 junior grabbed his 328th rebound of the season against 
Bloomfield this past Friday night. This figure represents a new 
seasonal rebounding record. Fred now has 355 rebounds in the 
season. This is the fourth record that Fred has broken this season 
and the sixth record which Fred can claim. Congratulations Fred. 
* * * 
Town and Campus Motor Lodge certainly went out of their way 
to help the Rhode Island team. The entire Rhode Island team stayed 
at T & C for $5 per man. This is quite a reduction of their normal 
rates. It certainly was a nice gesture on behalf of the owners. I 
thank them for their action. 
* * • • 
Dr. Benson came up with an idea for improving relations be-
tween our school and our opponents. The pool was open after the 
game on Saturday night and members of both teams were allowed 
to relax and cool-off after the game. This is the second time this 
has happened this year. 
• * * • 
Not only did Slater supply the coffee and donuts fer the game 
mentioned last week, but they have been donating it for all the 
home games. It certainly has been nice of Mr. MacFarland, and 
I know Dr . Benson as well as myself is very grateful. 
• * • * 
Another idea that has caught on for home games, is tli.e pro-
grams distributed to the· fans. It certainly adds to the enjoyment 
of the game. The brothers of Sigma Ttreta Chi are to be thanked 
for this. They have the programs printed... up and they distribute 
them at all home games. Good idea fellows:-
* * * * 
Don' t look now, but Greek basketball is just around the corner. 
Phi has dropped out this year so Tau, Chi, and Pi will battle it 
out for the title. Chi is the defending champ and if form prevails 
they will probably gain their third consecutive title . Tau has the 
talent to pull off the upset and gain the title, while Pi can not be 
laughed off this year. It could be the most interesting tournament 
in four years. 
* * • * 
Congratulations to Bill Bramble. The senior at Rutgers So-
Jersey scored 2,200 points in his recently finished career. This year 
(Continued on Page 11) 
